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5.2 FREQUENCY HOPPING SPREAD SPECTRUM (FHSS) 

 Signal broadcast over seemingly random series of frequencies 

 Receiver hops between frequencies in sync with transmitter 

 Eavesdroppers hear unintelligible blips 

 Jamming on one frequency affects only a few bits 

Basic Operation 

 Typically 2k carriers frequencies forming 2k channels 

 Channel spacing corresponds with bandwidth of input 

 Each channel used for fixed interval 

 300 ms in IEEE 802.11 

 Some number of bits transmitted using some encoding scheme 

 May be fractions of bit (see later) 

 Sequence dictated by spreading code 

 

FREQUENCY HOPPING EXAMPLE 

We now consider a spread-spectrum technique called frequency hopping (FH). 

The modulation most commonly used with this technique is M-ary frequency 

shift keying (MFSK), where k = log2M information bits are used to determine 

which one of M frequencies is to be transmitted. The position of the M-ary signal 

set is shifted pseudo randomly by the frequency synthesizer over a hopping 

bandwidth Wss. A typical FH/MFSK system block diagram is shown in Figure 

3.1. In a conventional MFSK system, the data symbol modulates a fixed 

frequency carrier; in an FH/MFSK system, the data symbol modulates a carrier 

whose frequency is pseudo-randomly determined. In either case, a single tone is 

transmitted. The FH system in Figure 3.1 can be thought of as a two-step 

modulation process data modulation and frequency-hopping modulation even 

though it can be implemented as a single step whereby the frequency synthesizer 

produces a transmission tone based on the simultaneous dictates of the PN code 

and the data. At each frequency hop time, a PN generator feeds the frequency 
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synthesizer a frequency word (a sequence of t chips), which dictates one of 2f 

symbol-set positions. The frequency-hopping bandwidth Wss and the minimum 

frequency spacing between consecutive hop positions Af, dictate the minimum 

number of chips necessary in the frequency word. 

 

Figure 5.2. 1 (a) Channel Assignment (b) Channel Use 

MODULATION FHSS 

 

Figure 5.2.3 Modulation FHSS 

For a given hop, the occupied transmission bandwidth is identical to the 

bandwidth of conventional MFSK, which is typically much smaller than Wss. 

However, averaged over many hops, the FH/MFSK spectrum occupies the entire 
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spread-spectrum bandwidth. Spread-spectrum technology permits FH 

bandwidths of the order of several giga hertz, which is an order of magnitude 

larger than implementable DS bandwidths, thus allowing for larger processing 

gains in FH compared to DS systems. Since frequency hopping techniques 

operate over such wide bandwidths, it is difficult to maintain phase coherence 

from hop to hop. Therefore, such schemes are usually configured using 

noncoherent demodulation. Nevertheless, consideration has been given to 

coherent FH in Reference. In Figure 3.1 we see that the receiver reverses the 

signal processing steps of the transmitter. The received signal is first FH 

demodulated (dehopped) by mixing it with the same sequence of pseudo 

randomly selected frequency tones that was used for hopping. Then the dehopped 

signal is applied to a conventional bank of M noncoherent energy detectors to 

select the most likely symbol. 

DEMODULATION FHSS 

 

Figure 5.2.4 Demodulation FHSS 

Consider the frequency hopping example illustrated in Figure 3.2. The input data 

consist of a binary sequence with a data rate of R = 150 bits/s. The modulation is 

8-ary FSK. Therefore, the symbol rate is Rs = R/(log2 8) = 50 symbols/s (the 

symbol duration T = 1/50 = 20 ms). The frequency is hopped once per symbol, 
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and the hopping is time synchronous with the symbol boundaries. Thus, the 

hopping rate is 50 hops/s. Figure 3.2 depicts the timebandwidth plane of the 

communication resource; the abscissa represents time, and the ordinate 

represents the hopping bandwidth, Wss. The legend on the right side of the figure 

illustrates a set of 8-ary FSK symbol-to-tone assignments. Notice that the tone 

separation specified is 1/T = 50 Hz, which corresponds to the minimum required 

tone spacing for the orthogonal signaling of this noncoherent FSK example. A 

typical binary data sequence is shown at the top of Figure 3.2. Since the 

modulation is 8-ary FSK, the bits are grouped three at a time to form symbols. In 

a conventional 8-ary FSK scheme, a single-sideband tone (offset from fo, the 

fixed center frequency of the data band), would be transmitted according to an 

assignment like the one shown in the legend. The only difference in this 

FH/MFSK example is that the center frequency of the data band fo is not fixed. 

For each new symbol, fo hops to a new position in the hop bandwidth, and the 

entire data-band structure moves with it. In the example of Figure 3.2, the first 

symbol in the data sequence, 0 1 1, yields a tone 25 Hz above fo. The diagram 

depicts fo with a dashed line and the symbol tone with a solid line. During the 

second symbol interval, fo has hopped to a new spectral location, as indicated by 

the dashed line. The second symbol, 1 1 0, dictates that a tone indicated by the 

solid line, 125 Hz below f o, shall be transmitted. Similarly, the final symbol in 

this example, 0 0 1, calls for a tone 125 Hz above fo. Again, the center frequency 

has moved, but the relative positions of the symbol tones remain fixed. 

SLOW AND FAST FHSS 

 Frequency shifted every Tc seconds 

 Duration of signal element is Ts seconds 

 Slow FHSS has Tc < Ts 

 Fast FHSS has Tc < Ts 

 Generally fast FHSS gives improved performance in noise (or jamming) 
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In the case of direct-sequence spread-spectrum systems, the term "chip" refers 

to the PN code symbol (the symbol of shortest duration in a DS system). In a 

similar sense for frequency hopping systems, the term "chip" is used to 

characterize the shortest uninterrupted waveform in the system. Frequency 

hopping systems are classified as slow frequency hopping (SFH), which 

means there are several modulation symbols per hop, or as fastfrequency 

hopping (FFH), which means that there are several frequency hops per 

modulation symbol. For SFH, the shortest uninterrupted waveform in the 

system is that of the data symbol; however, for FFH, the shortest uninterrupted 

waveform is that of the hop. Figure 3.4a illustrates an example of FFH; the 

data symbol rate is 30 symbols/s and the frequency hopping rate is 60 hops/s. 

The figure illustrates the waveform s(t) over one symbol duration (1/30s). The 

waveform change in (the middle of) s(t) is due to a new frequency hop. In this 

example, a chip corresponds to a hop since the hop duration is shorter than the 

symbol duration. Each chip corresponds to half a symbol. Figure 3.4b 

illustrates an example of SFH; the data symbol rate is still 30 symbols/s, but 

the frequency hopping rate has been reduced to 10 hops/s. The waveform s(t) 

is shown over a duration of three symbols (1/10 S). In this example, the 

hopping boundaries appear only at the beginning and end of the three-symbol 

duration. Here, the changes in the waveform are due to the modulation state 

changes; therefore, in this 

 


